
INSURANCE OF PROTECTION OF MARKETS (shopping protection) 

The insurance covers each loss and damage up to the amount of mentioned in the following benefits table, for 

objects that were bought in Greece with use of your credit card, minus the following exceptions and up to six (6) 

months from the date of market. 

 I) COVERS  

1. Loss consequently theft with burglary of space where they find the bought objects.  
2. Loss consequently robbery of holder of objects. 
3. Damage consequently fire of space where they find the bought objects.  
4. Damage from unanticipated fact independent from the will securing. 
 

II) EXCEPTIONS OF COVERS 

Moreover the usual exceptions (war, revolt, deceit, etc) the provided insurance is not in effect for:  

1.  Purchases of cars, motorcycles, bicycles, mobile telephones, portable computers, golden jewels, jewels, 
precious metals and stones, stamps.  

2. Purchases of ships of recreation, outboard machines of sea.  
3. Theft of objects from and/or through cars or other type vehicles, apart from the case where the objects are 

found inside vehicle that was suffered total theft confirmed by the police.  
4. Loss of securities, currencies, travelers checks, tickets, animals and plants.  
5. Damage that emanates from the physiologic use or deterioration of covered objects.  
6. Damage that is owed from faulty and/or defective material.  
7. Damage from its use in unintended for the product applications.  
8. Loss and/or damage or simple theft (that is to say theft that does not constitute case of burglary or robbery 

e.g. in airports or postal missions).  
 
 
Securing should notify the BANK PIRAEUS submitting the all-essential probative elements immediately or inside 30 
days at the latest, from the date of incident. 
 
  

BENEFITS TABLE 
 

Insurance funds / 
benefits 

Visa Gold 
(Business 

Credit Cards & 
Consumer 

Credit Cards) 

Miles & More World Mastercard, 
Miles & More World Mastercard Gold, 

Visa Platinum and Visa Infinite 

Other Cards 
(Business Credit 

Cards & Consumer 
Credit Cards) 

Insurance of 
protection of markets 
(Shopping Protection) 

 
 

€ 2000 

 
 

€ 3500 

 
 

€ 1500 

 


